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Is this watch quartz or mechanical?
It's both! Zeno-Watch Basel's successful Gentlemen collection works both
mechanically and with the latest quartz movement. The 50s-style watches with
Ronda quartz movement are available from €390 and from €798 with automatic
ETA technology.

ZENO-WATCH BASEL is the alternative traditional brand for Swiss watch retailers. In
contrast to the big brands, Zeno does not tie its customers down to purchase
agreements, can deliver the watches immediately, and offers a very good priceperformance ratio.

Felix W. Huber, CEO of ZWB: "The great success of the Gentlemen watches has
assured us that we are on the right track. We are proud that our endeavor to always
strive for the best is recognized by customers worldwide. Swiss Made watches with a
good price-performance ratio combine good design functionality with quality."

We will be glad to show you more new products at stand J20 in hall 2.0
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Black Skeleton Watch
Watch enthusiasts have been crazy about filigree skeleton watches for decades
now. This black stainless-steel version is a cool addition to the Vintage Design
collection. None of the watches produced up to now allow you to see time pass
in such a beautiful way. In none of them was so very much removed from the
watch movement and so many mechanical details to be seen...
The Swiss winding movement with a power reserve of more than 50 hours has
blackened movement bridges, blued stainless-steel screws, 17 red ruby jewels, and
an Incabloc spring-loaded shock protection system. The simple, PVD black stainlesssteel case has a screw observation glass back and scratch-resistant sapphire glass.
The new skeleton watch is available with various calf-leather straps, with a classic pin
buckle or optionally also with a folding clasp.

Felix W. Huber, CEO of ZWB: "It is an art to reduce a watch movement in such a way
that function is still guaranteed and you can still read the time too. We have
accomplished this splendidly..."

We will be glad to show you more new products at stand J20 in hall 2.0
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